FY 2017 Objectives

As stated in our strategic guidance, Navy Installations Command’s mission is to serve as the Shore Integrator to "sustain the Fleet, enable the Fighter, and support the Family" through delivery of Shore-based products and services. Our 2017 objectives include:

- Create a command-wide Human Capital Strategic Plan to address talent acquisition, diversity and overall support of our workforce.

- Identify and secure all components of the CNIC IT footprint to strengthen cyber resiliency through the Navy Ashore Integrated Cybersecurity Plan. Consolidate responsibility and accountability for CNIC systems into a single command structure to empower the CNIC Cyber Security Operations Center (C2SOC), provide continuous monitoring and incident response, and meet DoD policy requirements to ensure the highest level of protection.

- Initiate a multi-year, program-wide Shore Manpower Requirement Determination (SMRD) project to align Activity Manpower Documents (AMDs) to actual validated requirements and optimize our force structure and billet standardization.

- Examine organizational relationships, roles and responsibilities in the Shore domain to ensure optimal alignment of authorities and accountability while seeking clear C2 in support of Fleet and Warfare Enterprises.

- Continue aggressive management of AVG implementation plan. Continue efforts to maximize onboarding of NSF hires and the quality of pipeline training.

- Improve CNIC’s alternative workplace portfolio to include a Hoteling pilot at CNIC HQ.

These 2017 objectives are part of the continuing journey to innovate and deliver an effective, resilient, and sustainable future Shore structure in support of the Fleet, Fighter, and Family.
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